ACC OTTAWA CLUB GEAR INVENTORY
Effective: April 2015
ACC Ottawa maintains a small inventory of gear to support club events - notably climbing, hiking,
skiing and mountaineering trips and camps. The goal is to save wear and tear on Trip Leaders'
personal gear. It is not intended to be borrowed or rented by members for their personal use.
The gear inventory varies somewhat over time.
Item
Climbing ropes:
- Non-dry (7x60m)
- Dry (2x60m, 1x55m)
- Dry half (2x60m)
Anchor kits (slings &
locking biners) (8+ sets)
Helmets (7)

Belay devices (5)
Adult harnesses (10)
Kids’ harnesses (1)
Crampons (~10 pairs)

Technical ice tools (5
pairs)
GMRS radios (8)
Large group first aid kit
(1)

Medium group first aid
kits (3)

Miscellaneous first aid
supplies
Water filters (2)

Remarks
Club ropes are primarily intended for club top rope climbing events
(rock and ice). Should be inspected before and after every trip. Two
year replacement cycle or sooner, if required.
For club top rope climbing events. Replaced as required.
For use by "newbies" at club top rope climbing events. Club members
are responsible for providing their own basic personal climbing gear
on regular club climbing trips, to include helmet, harness, locking
biner, belay device, personal tether and rock shoes.
As for helmets.
As for helmets.
For children attending designated club events under parental
supervision.
For use by "newbies" at club ice climbing events. Club members are
responsible for providing their own basic personal ice climbing gear
on regular club ice climbing trips, to include crampons and ice axes.
As for crampons.
Short range handheld radios for intra-team communication.
"Adventure Medical Weekender" FA kit. Intended to be kept at base
camp for hiking, skiing or mountaineering camps. Also available for
other trips, as desired by Trip Leaders. Topped-up or replaced as
required.
"Adventure Medical Ultralight 0.9" FA kits. Available to be carried in
the field by Trip Leaders for Section trips (climbing, hiking, skiing, etc)
or by rope teams at Section mountaineering camps. Topped-up or
replaced as required.
Retired first aid kits and other miscellaneous first aid supplies are
available for first aid training.
"Katadyn Pocket Water Filters" for group usage at Section camps or
on backpacking trips.

